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TUESDAY

Night
walk
raises
funds
By Kemberly Gong
DAILY STAFF WRITER
In the wake of last week’s sadness, a bright iay of hope shone
through the dark night in downtown San Jose on Friday.
The Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society hosted its third "Light
the Night Walk," which drew a
crowd of more than 1,000 people.
The event was held at the
Cesar Chavez Plaza, and booths
where people could donate bone
marrow for leukemia research
opened at 5 p.m.
Despite the sadness of the
week, a cheerful spirit was in the
air as a live band played big band
swing music from a stage in the
center of the park.
The event was a fund-raiser
for the Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society, which uses the profits to
fund research at Stanford University and University of California San Francisco Medical (’enter.
Jimmy Conrad, defender for
Major League Soccer the San
Jose Earthquakes team, was a
guest speaker at the event.
"My stepdad passed away to
melanoma cancer last year," he
said. "This is something I can do
for the community and for my
step-dad, even though he is not
here."
Conrad also said it was his
first year participating in San
Jose’s "Light the Night Walk,"
but not his first time participating in these kinds of events.
The honored guest was Patricia Torres, an active member of
the
community
and
the
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society.
Torres was diagnosed with
Hodgkin’s disease in 1996 and
has struggled with it for five and
a half years, she said.
Despite
the
years
of
chemotherapy and sickness, Torres maintained a positive attitude about her involvement in
See LEUKEMIA. Page 5

Vigil draws hundreds

Sarah Orr Special to the Dail),
San Jose State University students Julie Morgan and Toan Dang hold their candles together at a vigil at SJSU. The vigil, which took
place Friday night, was in remembrance of those who died during the terrorist attacks on Tuesday, Sept. 11.

By Sarah Grace Ruf
DAILY STAFF WRITER
As hundreds of brightly lit
candles flickered in the darkness
outside the Event Center on Friday night, someone yelled to sing
the National Anthem.
Without hesitation, the crowd
bursted out in a spirited and
patriotic rendition of the "Star
Spangled Banner."
"It was a community who saw
the need to hang onto each
other," said Associated Students
President Maribel Martinez.
"When everyone leaned on each
other and sang, whether they
knew the words or not, they
could feel it ... looking out and
knowing that everyone felt a
connection."
Friday’s interfaith peace vigil
brought students and community members together, on a grand
scale, to mourn the victims of
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When students are seeking a
place for memorials or group
activities, there is a place on campus to serve those needs.
The Spartan Memorial is
located on the west side of campus near Tower Hall.
A message posted by the
memorial’s front entrance said it
is the only building of its kind in
the California State University
system and has served San Jose
State University for more than
50 years.

Scheduling supervisor Leanne
LoBue said the memorial could
be rented for free if used by SJSU
students or groups, but it is not
open to the general public.
"It’s good to have it here at
school especially for students
from this school who pass away,"
said student Bao-Hoi Nguyen.
"It’s easier for students to know
where it is and to go there. It’s
good that it’s cheap because students can’t afford (expensive services)."
The memorial was originally
built in honor of SJSU students,
said Dan Johnson, the associate
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vice president for administration
for the Facilities Development
and Operations Department,
which overlooks construction and
development for SJSU.
"It’s supposed to be a reminder
to this campus of the participation of the San Jose students,
staff and faculty in World War II,"
Johnson said.
"The memorial is not associated with any particular program,
so it’s got a general use capacity
to it like no other building on
campus," Johnson said.
See MEMORIAL. Page 6

SJSU hosts conference

INSIDE
Letters

Tuesday’s terrorist attacks,
The hour and a half event
included speakers pleading with

students to find unity with one
other and take personal responsibility for their actions. Thou-

Memorial open for prayer ’Students, T-shirts
call for revenge

The story of Jason Dahl,
the San Jose State University alumnus who was
the pilot of the American
Airlines flight 93.

Sparta Guide

Ja.,,hong King Daily Staff
From left: Ryan Minoc, holds the United States Army flag alongside his father Peter, and Roland Fajilan, at the on-campus vigil.

sands of hands joined together in
a moment of silence, and Aztec
dancers performed to the beat of
a single drum.
"The speeches really reached
the community," said Lina
Granata, a freshman majoring in
child development. "Especially
the Muslim speaker. She made
people realize that we need to
stand together as one."
That speaker, a member of
the Muslim Student Association,
called for students to direct their
anger toward something productive rather than hate and persecution.
Pastor Scott Wager, from the
Christian Homeless Ministry
Alliance (CHMA), elicited cheers
from the crowd as he spoke of
each person’s individual responsibility toward humanity.
The crowd waved flags in the
See VIGIL, Page 5

Ja.Shong King Daily Staff
Heidi Pendleton, left, and Helen Jones share a laugh in the
Student Union after their presentation for the fourth annual Student
Occupational Therapy Association Conference on Saturday.
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lodd Ilendr)
DAILY STAFF WRITER
Students in the occupational
therapy program benefited from
workshops, vendors and listening to leading experts in the field
as members of the Student Occupational Therapy Association put
together their fourth annual conference Saturday on the third
floor of the Student Union.
Conference chairperson Nina
Dimalanta said students were
given the opportunity to get
experience from experts who specialize in a variety of areas of
occupational therapy.
Cheryl Hanley, a San Jose
State University alumna, spoke
about the challenges and payoffs
working as a therapist in a pediatric burn care unit.
During Hanley’s presentation,
she showed a slide show of children who suffered burns that
covered more than 40 percent of
see TH ERAPY. rage 6

By Golareh Safarian
SPECIAL TO THE DAIL’,
They want Osama bin Laden
dead, and they want everyone to
know about it.
On Friday afternoon Ben Barger, 21. Scott DeCarlo, 19. and
Kristina D’Amore, 17, walked
around San Jose State University
sporting and selling T-shirts that
showed the face of bin Laden, an
Islamic militant leader, on a target
sitting between the words "wanted
dead."
They didn’t wait for Saturday’s
announcement by President
George W. Bush that declared bin
Laden as the "prime suspect" of
Tuesday’s terrorist attacks in New
York and near Washington, D.C.

In their eyes he was already
guilty and they said he should be
killed.
"Oh, he did it," said DeCarlo, a
San Jose native.
"And even if he didn’t do it, I
still don’t think were making a
mistake by wanting him dead.
He’s done this sort of thing before."
D’Amore, a high-school student
agreed with him.
"A terrorist is a terrorist," she
said.
At first sight to some, it may
have looked as if these individuals
were just out for revenge. But in
reality, they said they were
strongly against war.
"I don’t think we should go out
See SHIRT. Page 8

Ballet Folklorico shines
in movement, music and
color. Its many dances encompass
pre-Hispanic rituals, dramatic
Ballet Folklorico de Mexico de events from Mexico’s past and
Amelia Hernandez, a dance colorful depictions of Mexico’s
troupe from Mexico, performed diverse culture and folklore," offitwo shows at the Event Center cials said.
this weekend.
Amelia Hernandez founded
The 10-act ballet was co-spon- the troupe in 1959. She was also
sored by Associated Students and the choreographer until she died
included free form, traditional in November, officials said.
and interpretive dances, such as
The group is on a 21 -city tour
mariachi and puppet shows, said in the United States, which will
the event coordinator Duncan include three performances in
Lange.
Los Angeles and will end in
Lange added that in one of the Chicago with another three peracts, The Deer Dance, a dancer formances.
was dressed as a deer and was
The tour opened Friday in
hunted by the other dancers.
Sacramento.
The ballet is "a celebration of
See BALLET, Page 5
By Lisa Butt
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Fanatics blame attack on innocent people’s ways

Letters
New world order
resists terrorism
oday, we are all Americans. All of us
who stand shocked by the loss of
lives, the rubble that was the World
Trade Center complex, the ashes and the
smoke.
All of us, here in Israel, who daily stand
firm in the face of terror, welcome with sorrow the tragic inclusion of the USA into the
family of countries directly affected by terror, who have promised to fight terrorism
wherever it is.
All of us, democracies around the world,
stand together against terror, terrorism,
and countries that support and defend terrorist activities.
This, my fellow Americans, is the New
World Order.

Amos Fabian
Tel Aviv, Israel
(Fabian was a Spartan
Daily Editor in 1993)

Innocence robbed
by terrorists’ acts
shock has worn down to a dull tugThe
ging in my gut, but the fear is still
burning in my heart. There aren’t
any words in our language to describe or
label the pain that I, and most of my fellow
Americans feel.
This is my first war. I was only a child
when the Gulf War broke out, and it didn’t
make sense to me.
Tuesday, the last bit of my childhood
innocence died when I watched those
planes penetrate and explode inside two of
America’s largest buildings.
There isn’t any right answer as to who
should be punished or how he or she should
be punished. America will surely retaliate
and strike back at those who struck at our
very soul.
It is true that the buildings can be
rebuilt, and the streets cleaned. But the
people who died in the horrendous acts of
terror cannot be rebuilt or dusted off to be
back in their routines. And neither can I.
America is the land that I love, and I am
just as upset as everyone else I’ve spoken
with. However, it would be irresponsible of
me to speak of hate for the men who took
my last bit of innocence. so I won’t say I
hate the men who killed thousands of men,
women and children. I will only say that I
am disappointed.
Disappointed in the lack of respect for
the gift of free will. It is the responsibility
of every human to look at his or her decisions and realize how that free will might
damage or destroy the free will of another.

the week following a major terrorInist attack that’s left thousands dead,
I heard something horrifying.
It’s about as harrowing as living in a
world where a few bold- nutcases can
turn a passenger jet into a cruise missile
with sharpened sporks and a few hours
of practice on Microsoft Flight Simulator.
It was more ridiculous than the crazy
Americans who just want to bomb the
crap out of somebody. You can’t mass a
On Thursday, the Rev. Jerry Falwell
fleet of bombers to strike at a foe who
isn’t a country. These enemies are a col- said that the American Civil Liberties
lection of individuals who tend to live Union, abortion providers, gay-rights
amongst
innocent
civilians
in proponents and federal courts that
Afghanistan, Egypt and even the United banned school prayer and legalized
abortion, lifted olivine protection from
States.
Besides, it’s not easy to just drop America and led to the grisliest terrorist
bombs on ’ern without causing a lot of attack that may have killed more than
casualties amongst civilians. And that 5,000 people
"I point the finger in their face and
makes us no better than Osama bin
Laden, if he’s the bloke that’s responsible say, ‘You helped this happen,’" Falwell
said
on the Christian Broadcasting
for it all.
What I heard made the bastards try- Network’s 700 Club. "God continues to
ing to profit from this disaster pale in lift the curtain and allow the enemies of
comparison. Maybe you haven’t heard America to give us probably what we
about the people trying to reach the deserve."
Funny you should say that Jerry, I
rubble of the World Trade Center or the
Pentagon and sell it on eBay, fake dona- thought I heard Osama say the same
tions services ripping folks oft gas sta- thing: that we deserved it, and God gave it
tions raising their prices and people to us.
Jerry, I point my finger at you and
using the dead’s social security numsay I want you to go meet some of the
bers for future scams.
I was expecting to hear looters or kin of those who died this week in the
lecherous scum taking gold teeth off the plane crashes. I want you to tell them
corpses, but the World Trade Center is that because Elton John’s lifestyle is
still under a few tons of cement and a accepted and that Roe beat Wade in the
Supreme Court, their loved ones
few billion cameras.
But what I’m writing about is sicker deserved death.
Jerry Falwell, meet Osama bin
than those criminals. In this time of
national unity, Pat Robertson and Jerry Laden. You deserve each other. You
Falwell blame this nation’s tragedy on claim to be holy men. You got a lot to
say about politics and lifestyles. And
the politics they don’t agree with.

you’re both sick bastards.
It sickens me that Falwell and his
cronies would try to take advantage of
a major tragedy to continue their agenda.
Let me get this straight: Because little kids don’t pray in public school and
gay people live in this country, God lifted
his magic anti-terrorist shield up. And a
lot of innocent men, women and children
died.
I can picture Falwell being Mr. Scott
on Star Trek: "There’s too many sinners! Our shields are collapsing!"
Hey Jerry, did gay people and the
ACLU affect this country in Pearl Harbor too, allowing those pagan Japanese
pilots to bomb our Navy?
Kids didn’t Foray enough to keep the
stock market from crashing in 1929?
Abortion, not abolition, was the
cause of the Civil War?
Well, if you believe in Jerry Falwell’s
twisted interpretation of Christianity
and what he thinks of America ...
Which is somewhat similar to
Osama bin Laden’s twisted interpretation of Islam and what he thinks of
America.
The communists were right. Religion
is the opium of the people. And we’ve
got a good example of two God-fearin’
dope pushers in Osama and Jerry.
Unfortunately, there are people that
probably do believe in Osama and Jerry.
We already have proof of bin Laden’s
believers. They take in their religious
leader’s hate and take lives of who they
think are major sinners in the eyes of
Allah.
Now, Jerry’s flock hasn’t done ...
wait. What about those people who
bomb abortion clinics and kill sinning
doctors and claim they’re doing the
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work of God? Or sport "Kill a fag" Web
sites? They’re in that same fundamentalist boat, too.
And I don’t recall Jerry distancing
himself from those extremists whose
and
religion is direct from their God
whose words are laced with a lot of
hate.
intolerance and
If you need to know what makes a
person commit a selfless, heinous act
against others in the name of God, you
don’t need to look outside our own borders.
Right now, our country is in shock.
And for the first time in a long time,
the people in this diverse country are
united in sentiment.
We feel for these people who have lost
their lives. We are horrified. And we want
to dish some justice to those responsible.
But it’s people like Falwell who could
unravel us. Divide us. Weaken us. Channel our frustrations out at innocent targets of their own personal dislike and fuel
their agenda.
If we hope to contain fundamentalist
fanatics like bin Laden, who have ruined
the image of a noble religion, then we
should do something about a fanatic who
ruins the image of a religion of compassion.
So the next time religious fundamentalists Pat Robertson and Jerry Falwell
meet, have Osama bin Laden show up as
a guest on "The 700 Club."
Then bomb the studio.
Amen.

D.S. Perez is the Spartan
Daily Sports Editor.
"Born Under A Bad Sign"
appears Mondays.

Explanations to kids
requires sensitivity
Iheard a kid crying at Friday
evening’s candlelight peace
vigil at San Jose State University. The toddler’s cries were
louder than the voices that resonated out of the loud speakers.
They were louder than the seldom sounds of airplanes flying
overhead and louder than the terrifying blasts of grenades and
missiles that had infiltrated my
sleeping, subconscious mind
Wednesday night.
Upon hearing the cry, I tried to
see which youngster was in need.
But I couldn’t, and that scared me.
Then the crying stopped, and
all returned to normal.
I focused on what was in front
of me: Hundreds of beautiful,
glowing, candlelit faces spread
across the lawn by the Paseo de
Cesar Chavez. Scores of solemn
individuals intently listened to
the students and staff members
who asked guests to put forth
strength, rationale and compassion in the wake of our current
national tragedy.
I heard those voices loud and
clear. But it wasn’t long before I
started hearing the disturbance
in the air, the explosions from my
dream.
And, as if he sensed my
thoughts even felt my fears, the
baby started crying again.
Like many of you, I saw Tuesday’s atrocities unravel on television a countless number of times.
I saw the planes hit. I saw the
buildings crumble. I saw the massive gusts of debris plague the
streets of Manhattan with fear,
just as they have for the rest of
America.
In the midst of it all, I saw the
faces. The faces of grieving
strangers suddenly took precedence in my life. I saw the faces of
crying children who became
orphans in a matter of minutes,
and I saw the number of missing
people in New York rise from
almost 4,800 to more than 5,000
during the weekend.
As relieved as I am from knowing that my friends and relatives
are safe, I fear the backlash that
the incident on Sept. 11 will have
on the individuals, children especially, that have lost someone dear
to them.
These lives have been forever
changed, these hearts, as well as
our own, have been stricken by
fear. That is why we must look

internally and find the courage in
order to overcome this fear for us
... for our kids.
,
Bear in mind that children can
easily observe the things that are
going on, but it may not be as easy
for them to interpret these things.
I’m wondering what is going on
in the minds of the children. I’m
wondering if my nieces and
nephews noticed the dismal, disbelieving expressions on the faces
of people Tuesday. Whether they
know that what they’ve seen on
television is a reality and not an
action movie their parents may be
watching. What they will tell
their children or grandchildren
decades from now. I’m wondering
who is doing the explaining to
them, and if so, how in the world
they are doing so.
Kids are brimming with questions.
They’ll want to know what
happened. They’ll want to know
who did it. And, most importantly,
they’ll want to know why.
It’s our duty as adults, as
Americans, to remember that
when we explain last week’s incidents to our children, we do it
with the same strength, rationale
and compassion we promised to
maintain at Friday’s vigil.
Only until we preserve these
qualities can we instill them in
our youth.
A generation later, I hope to
see today’s children discussing
history with their young.
I hope they’re strong enough to
broach the subject, no matter how
many painful memories it rehashes. I hope they’re rational in their
storytelling and teach their kids
to fight for their cause by using
intellect not emotion.
I hope they express compassion toward all people, no matter
who they are, where they’re from
or what they believe in.
Minal Gandhi is a Spartan
Daily Senior Staff Writer
"Unravel" appears Mondays.
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Letters

Viewpoints

East Coast’s aftermath
True unity sees no ethnic, religious background
demands U.S. retaliation
response to Karla Gachet’s
Incolumn in Friday’s edition, I
too feel I hold a unique point
of view regarding the tragedy in
New York, especially since
learning that one of the pilots
on the doomed flights was an
alumnus of my department and
my flight club, San Jose State
University’s own Flying 20’s.
I do not consider myself a
patr.iot. I consider myself a
socialist. I am registered with
the Green Party, and the only
logical reaction to the terrorist
strike I can come up with is
nothing short of swift and devastating destruction.
I know this is exactly what
Gachet argued against in her
column, but I will point out that
by publishing her viewpoints so
soon after the tragedy, she has
played directly into the hands of
the terrorists. For the attack’s
point was not, as President
Bush has stated, to declare war
upon the United States. Such a
declaration
against
the
strongest military power in the
modern world would be foolish,
The point was to get the
American public to talk about,
discuss, and second-guess our
current foreign relations policies.
Make no mistake, I oppose
the United States in many of its
foreign relation acts, the Kyoto
Treaty fiasco not being the
least. But even more so, I oppose
justifying terrorism in any form,
for there is no excuse for what
occurred last Tuesday morning.
To discourage further terror-

ism of our country, I argue that
the United States strike quickly
and completely at those who are
responsible for the act and those
who allow terrorism to exist in
the world, namely Afghanistan
at this point. We must show
other terrorists in the world,
and the world itself, that when
attacked, we will not stop to
think about why we were
attacked, nor will we take the
time to consider what motives
the terrorists may have had.
Doing so would justify the purpose of the act.
What we must do is show
them that when so brutally provoked, we will react with blood
red rage, pulverizing the offenders with animalistic emotions,
tears of hate swelling in our
eyes. Only after revenge has
been extracted can we bury the
past, look to the future and
hopefully make changes; some
of which the terrorists themselves may have originally
intended.
Some will disagree with me,
arguing that violence breeds
violence. Although this is true,
the way to change a country’s
foreign policies is through diplomacy, not by hijacking civilian
air carriers.
It is the terrorists that must
learn that violence only breeds
violence, not us.

n the wake of our nation’s
recent tragedy, I fear for the
safety of San Jose State’s UMversity’s Arab-American students.
Wednesday night, my professor
informed the class that some
Muslim students received threatening hate mail. This news struck
me almost as hard as that of the
previous day’s atrocities. It is
incomprehensible to me how anyone could lump all Arabs with the
monsters responsible for these
heinous crimes.

The evidence does seem to
point to Osama bin Laden, who
officials call "one of the most significant sponsors of Islamic
extremist activities in the world
today." If he and his followers are
indeed responsible, I, like many
Americans, hope they are dealt
with swiftly and severely.
But regardless of who the perpetrators are, not all Arabs are
Muslim, and not all Muslims are
supporters of bin Laden or proponents of terrorism. We must
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Attacks against
Zionism at talks a
myth, unfounded

Darlene Amidon-Brent
senior
public relations

A letter to the terror victims Violence only breeds violence
abruptly awakened from
Iwas
my sleep by a loved one at
7:15 a.m. last Tuesday to the
dark realization that we live in a
world that is both beautiful and
ugly. The atrocities, which
occurred as a result of terrorist
acts on the East Coast, cannot
and must not be taken lightly.
The only solace and comfort I
can find in my heart is through
this letter, which I dedicate to the
families of those hurt by this
unspeakable, cowardly act and
the victims who perished.
Terrorists seek to cause anarchy with their evil tactics, and yet
I watched in amazement as rescue and medical crews remained
calm at the accident scenes. This
is a tribute to the American way
of life. President Bush stated it
best when he said that no one
could crush the steel resolve of

democracy through such dastardly means.
I believe this national tragedy
will only serve to bring all of us
closer, so that we can send a message to those who would seek us
harm: "In your failed attempt to
break our spirit, you did the exact
opposite, which is to awaken a
slumbering giant. You have given
us your best shot. Now we shall
return the favor a thousand fold."
I urge all of you reading this
message to do what you can to
assist by contacting the American Red Cross. These professionals will give you advice on how
you can help. God save and bless
the United States of America.
Dan Gutierrez
senior
kinesiology

would have nice if the Administrative
ItDivision of the University Police would
have given employees a reassuring "universal" phone call last Tuesday morning to let
us know the campus police and administration
were working to keep the campus safe and
informed.
I would have liked to have gotten one of
those phone calls from Lt. Bruce Lowe that
said, "This is a public announcement. The university is currently in contact with the California State University Chancellor’s Office,
the local law enforcement and the City of San
Jose Administration on the current matter in
the news. Be reassured we are doing all that

the heat of the moment it is
In
natural to want revenge. We
all want to see whoever was
involved in the attack on our
country suffer and pay for what
he or she has done. But remember this: violence breeds violence.
If we "retaliate," we are only
setting ourselves up for future
hate crimes and violence.
What we refer to as war is not
really war, merely a battle within
the never-ending war of good versus evil.
Once we find whoever has
done this attrocious act and wage
war on them (lowering ourselves
to their level) yes, we the United States will most likely win.
However, what does this bring
us?
True, it will bring us a few
months of rest, or maybe a year,
or a decade, knowing that those

needs to be done to make sure employees are
kept safe and informed."
Instead of a courtesy call to employees, we
got nothing. We heard stories as students
came in, some very horrifying stories to be
sure. But still nothing from the "public
announcement phone."
As the hours ticked away, we heard Adobe
Systems, the Social Security Office downtown,
Valley Fair, and Nordstrom close all stores and
on and on.
Can you imagine what was going through
our heads with no reassuring information?
And still no word from our public safety office.
We sat. We speculated. We worried. We made

Capitalism in America operates
on borrowed time and money
’Violence is sometimes justifiable,’
Tom Campbell, the
When
congressmen who is
running for the Senate,
was on the San Jose State University campus, he warned about
the "so called" good economy.
He stated that America is $5.5
trillion in debt. He also said that
the surplus was only the funds
set aside for Social Security, really not surplus at all.
The American dollars are no
longer green and growing. They
have turned to grey dead ashes.
They only look green if you’re
deceived thereby, only if you
think that grey is green when
green has really turned to grey
The Green Paper pig will turn
to ashes, dead grey cold ashes,
when the people’s fire of faith is
gone because it is a purely imaginary monster, which will disappear without an "oink."
Capitalism is coming to the
end of itself. It has over-extended
itself, it has lived beyond it’s
income. It is living on borrowed
money and borrowed time, and

than the terrorists who attacked
us on Tuesday? Let’s not give a
handful of hate-mongers the satisfaction of pitting Americans
against each other and tearing
our nation apart. Let us instead
embrace each other in this time of
sorrow and stand united in our
condemnation of terrorist acts.

people had paid. But I tell you
this: that is not the end.
I also remind you that these
terrorists have family too, and
friends though it is hard to
believe. And although there may
be a calm for a while, the silence
will be broken again, and again,
and again. Justice must be
served, but to what extent?
We can only do what our
human minds think right. Unfortunately what most of America
thinks right at this time is deadly wrong.
I can tell you what Christ
would do "Father forgive them,
for they know not what they do."

Jake Huether
mechanical engineering

Public announcements needed in times of national emergencies
Joseph Hartman
senior
aviations and operations
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remember that Arab Americans
are our neighbors and our classmates. They came ’co this country
for the same reason our greatgrandparents did: to live in a tolerant democracy. We must
remember that, regardless of
their ethnic background or religious beliefs, they are Americans,
and they are suffering and grieving just like the rest of us.
If we vilify and harm innocent
people because of their ethnic heritage, how much better are we

some day soon it’s going to have
to pay.
The economists have been
warning the U.S. government of
that for years and years. The U.S.
Federal government has been living on borrowed time and money
for the past 40 years.
So when Germany, just before
Hitler, the Mark had become so
worthless that the government
printed billion-Mark notes. One
reason for the real estate boom is
that people begin to have faith in
their money. As the price go up,
the wages never rise as fast as
the prices.
The money medium of
exchange will be replaced by a
very remarkable credit system in
which every person in the world
who belongs to the system will
bear a Chip Implant, without
which he or she can neither buy
or sell. ( See Revelation 13.)
Ted Rudow III
credential student

phone calls, but still nothing from the university.
I guess what I want to say here is that we
sure could have used some kind of news,
update, input, feedback. Just about anything
would have been nice. I really felt stranded
and starved for information from the time I
came in at 7 a.m. until we got the word at
11:00 a.m. to go home.
Is this an indication of how it will be if we
are struck with our own emergency in the
future? Think about it.
Linda Reeves
financial aid office

nation was undeserving of air strikes

’Pearl Harbor’ of the 21st century clamors
for same measures declaration of war

Mike Osegueda’s Sept. 13 the world than harm it. We
commentary he voiced the spent billions of dollars helping
In
internal debate with his to rebuild Europe after World
"patriotic" side and his "human- War II.
As for the Middle East, foritarian" side about the attacks
mer President Bill Clinton
last Tuesday.
However, he did not do his worked tirelessly to bring peace
patritotic side justice. His col- in Israel, and regrettably it was
umn became one of the sappiest met with little success.
Violence sometimes is justifipieces of writing I have read in a .
able. Osegueda wrote, "And if
long time.
someone
punches you, you
The column became a giant
preach feat as the humanitari- punch them back? Is that what
an side of Osegueda’s split psy- you teach your kids?" The
che tried patiently to "educate" answer is a blatant yes.
While we should always
the unbearable patriotic side on
how violence is never justifi- strive to negotiate matters
peacefully, the second violent
able.
Sadly, I have heard similar action is taken against us, we
opinions voiced by my class- reserve the right to respond viomates. Many after a somber lently.
Granted, war and violence
sigh, even allude to a belief that
in the end we brought this upon are ugly, but at times they are
ourselves. This is utter non- necessary if we wish to defend
the freedoms that we have
sense.
In no way did the United taken for granted.
States deserve any small fracJonathan Dekle Reagan
tion of what happened at our
junior
East Coast.
English
We have done more to help

tragic events which
The
occurred Tuesday morning
at the World Trade Center
are clearly acts of war. It has been
referred to as the "Pearl Harbor"
of the 21st century, and I agree.
This was not the act of a singlerogue terrorist group, though that
is what Afghanistan proclaims,
but state-sponsored terrorism
perhaps not murder in the first
degree, but at least manslaughter.
Perhaps the Afghan leader, the
Taliban, knew nothing of the
attack until that Tuesday morning, but he certainly knew Osama
bin Laden was involved in the terrorist attack on the U.S.S. Cole,
and yet he still harbored bin
Laden. A person, or nation, who
harbors a terrorist, and then says
he has nothing to do with terrorism, is lying through his teeth.
Yes, there may be tremendous
implications on a global basis.
Afghanistan may have ties with
such countries as Pakistan, Iran,
Syria, and America’s old Gulf War
nemesis, Iraq. Yes, Pakistan has
nuclear bombs at its disposal, but

America should not retaliate to
an overt attack with platitudes
and moderation.
The U.S. government should
demand that the Taliban hand
bin Laden to them. This will likely
produce no results, as Afghanistan
has declared that they will shed
the last drop of Afghan blood
before handing him over. Upon the
Taliban’s refusal, they should act
swiftly and decisively.
President Bush said, "We will
make no distinction between the
terrorists who committed these
acts and those who harbored
them," and for once, Bush, has the
right idea. Sept. 11,2001 is Dec. 7,
1941 all over again.
This is a renewed "day of
infamy." And the only way that
America should respond is with a
declaration of war. If it does not, it
risks repeated attacks on American civilians and that is a risk
this country cannot take.
Vijay Vanniarajan
junior
computer science
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Zionism, the national liberation movement of the Jewish people, was once again
under attack, at the United
Nations conference against
racism in Durban, myths of
equating Zionism with racism,
invaded the conference with
anti- Jewish propaganda. This
charge is ludicrous because Zionism is a color-blind movement. A
person of any color can be Jewish
just
go to Israel to confirm
that.
The Israeli Law of Return,
which allows any Jew instant citizenship in Israel, recognizes neither previous nationality nor
race. The UN charge that Zionism equals racism is also ridiculous when in 1984, 1985 and
again in 1991, Israel rescued
42,000 members of the ancient
Ethiopian Jewish community.
In closing, Zionism does not
equal racism and people should
answer the bigotry that took
place at the UN conference.
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Hungrier than ever before
They don’t talk like a team
that finished eighth out of nine
teams in the Western Athletic
Conference tournament a year
ago.
They don’t sound like a team
that was ranked as low as No.
154 in the country two seasons
ago either.
It’s because something is different.
Very different.
Just listen to them talk.
They’ll attribute it to many
things.
"This year is just a different
attitude than anytime I can
remember," said associate golf
coach John Dormann. "We’re at
the point where we need to compete in postseason play. It has
to be a goal of these guys now.
We have enough Division I
experience that they have what
it takes to be successful, as
individuals and as a team."
Maybe it’s unity.
"From what I understand,
there was a lot of animosity on
the team (in the past)," Reyes
said. "Now there’s guys not just
playing themselves, but playing
for the whole team.
"We still battle out there. But
it’s getting each other to shoot
better instead of arguing and
shooting worse," Reyes said.
Maybe it’s experience.
"Last year we decided that

Men’s golf team is
optimistic about
changes that could
raise them from
conference’s bottom
By Mike Osegueda
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Listen to them talk. Listen to
the difference.
"We’re not going to tournaments to try to play well anymore," said Spartan golfer
Steve Bendt. "We’re going there
to win."
So much has changed for the
San Jose State University
men’s golf team.
It’s confident.
Its focused.
It’s ready.
"We should be able to get to
nationals," said sophomore
Bryant Reyes.
Everything else is gone now.
The past. The "rebuilding"
label. The shadow of losing that
had been looming.
"I was telling the guys, I
think this is the best team I’ve
ever been on," said senior John
Witherall.
lien iehenhelliz Ault
Bryant Reyes takes some practice swings. The San Jose State University men’s golf team practiced at the Coyote Valley Golf Center on
Sept. 7. Reyes, a sophomore, is confident the team’s improved
morale will help it reach the nationals later in the season.

Attention Students:
The Spartan Daily is looking for San Jose State University students
who frequent Bay Meadows Racetrack on Friday $1 nights.
Please contact sports editor Don Perez at (408) 924-3281 or via
email at SDailyqmc.sjsu.edu.

we were going to rebuild the
team and start over," Dormann
said. "Now we probably have
the deepest eight-man team in
the three years I’ve been here."
Not only do the Spartans
have senior leadership in
Witherall and Bendt, but they
have sophomore potential in
Reyes and Isaac Weintraub.
"They’ve helped shape the
rebuilding label," Bendt said.
"They came here ready to play."
Maybe it’s coaching.
For the first time, Dormann
and SJSU’s golf director Nancy
Lewis are sharing the coaching
duties.
Instead of Dormann handling the men, and Lewis coaching the women, both coaches
are handling both teams.
"We want to be able to give
both teams our knowledge,"
Dormann said.
Maybe it’s the competition.
"There’s no guy that stands
out as the best player. Instead
they’re fighting to be the best
player," Dormann said.
In the past, qualifying for a
tournament meant next to
nothing.
Only five players can make a
trip, but it was rare that the
Spartans had people battling
for those spots.
Now, all eight players on the
roster are trying to travel, mak-

University of Wyoming runners killed in crash
LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) Eight
University of Wyoming cross
country runners were killed early
Sunday in a head-on accident
with a pickup truck driven by a
fellow student, according to the
Wyoming Highway Patrol.
Sgt. Stephen Townsend said
the athletes’ sports utility vehicle
struck a one-ton pickup truck
that apparently swerved into the
northbound lane of U.S. 287.
The crash happened at 1:30
a.m. about 17 miles south of
Laramie. All seven passengers of
the SUV were ejected and died at
the scene as did the driver, who

was not ejected. Some were also
members of the school’s track
team.
The driver of the pickup truck
Clinton Haskins, 21, of Maybe!,
Colo., was in serious condition at
Ivinson Memorial Hospital in
Laramie. Haskins is a senior at
the university and a steer
wrestler on the rodeo team.
There were no passengers in
the pickup.
"They weren’t coming from a
meet that they were participating
in. They might have gone to Colorado to watch one," Townsend
said.

Although a cross country meet
was being hosted by the University of Denver on Saturday, the
men’s team was not scheduled to
compete and the women’s team
withdrew because of the mourning surrounding the terrorist
attacks in New York and Washington, D.C.
"We believe they just got
together. All the athletic meets
were canceled over weekend.
They may have been just out for
the day," university spokesman
Jim Kearns said.
Townsend said only Haskins
was wearing a seat belt and that
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ing the weeks before a tournament competitive.
Maybe it’s that newfound
confidence.
"This team is eady to compete now," Bendt said. "It’s a
type of team that is not going to
need to spend half a season or a
season getting ready.
"In the past, everybody
hoped we were going to win.
And now everybody knows that
we are going to win. That
makes a big difference," Bendt
added.
Maybe they’re just tired of
losing.
"Last year it was easy to say
’it was a rebuilding year,’ "
Witherall said. "It’s not rebuilding anymore. We’re doing it this
year.
’I want to get to nationals.
I’ve been here four years and
we’ve never even made it to
regionals. I was telling the
guys, ’Just give me a senior gift.
Give me that one gift.’"
Maybe it’s all of it, some of it,
or none of it.
It’s too early to tell in a season that stretches from September to May.
But one thing is for certain.
There’s something different
about these Spartan golfers.
They’re hungry.
They want to win.
And they want to be heard.
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the crash was being investigated.
Those killed were: Nicholas J.
Schabron, 20, of Laramie, (driver); Justin Lambert-Belanger, 20,
of Timmins, Ontario; Kyle N.
Johnson, 20, of Riverton; Kevin L.
Salverson, 19, of Cheyenne;
Shane E. Shatto, 19, of Douglas;
Joshua D. Jones, 22, of Laramie;
Morgan McLeland, 21, of Gillette;
and Cody B. Brown, 21, of Hudson, Colo.
"The loss of eight students and
the critical injury of a ninth is a
terrible blow to the University of
Wyoming community," university
President Philip Dubois said.
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LEUKEMIA: Walk unites survivors,
ty

family and friends of disease victims
continued from Page I
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the organization and in the community.
"It was my calling, to be
involved; this is the reason I’m
here," she said. "I’m probably the
strongest one in the family. I’ve
always been the athletic one in
the family and I’ve tried to maintain my health and energy
through this. I’m just determined
to fight for everybody; this is not
just about me."
Although it can be difficult for
those with leukemia or lymphoma to exercise, Torres said,
some people with the diseases
showed up to walk at the event,
including Torres, who carried a
cane on the walk.
"I’m hurting now, but I’ll rest
tomorrow. I finished tonight, and
that’s the main thing," she said.
The San Jose branch of the
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society
has been active in the community
since it opened three years ago. It
holds different events every year,
such as Friday’s Light the Night
Walk and a "Man and Woman of
the Year" fund-raiser that honors
the man and woman who raise
the most funds for the society.
Large events such as a black-tie
ball are given to help raise money
and awareness, said Jennifer
Shier, the campaign manager for
special events.
Shier said there are ongoing
athletic
events
such
as
triathlons, Iron Man marathons
and walks, as well as others, that
all benefit the society and fund
research.
Volunteers for the society who
wish to participate in these athletic events are grouped into a
team called a "team in training."
These groups train for events in
which they will participate in
order to raise funds, said Kimberly Lane, a volunteer for the society and a participant in the Sept.
30 marathon in Portland, Ore.
The Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society is a non-profit organization, Shier said, and roughly 75
percent of the funds raised goes
directly to research. The remaining money covers the overhead of
running the different chapters of
the organization.

"We don’t have huge glossy
signs, and we’ve used the ones
that we used last year," Shier
said. ’What were really about is
making money for the society.
This is my payoff, the community
and sense of togetherness is my
biggest payoff"
Everyone in the crowd carried
lighted balloons, either white
ones for survivors of leukemia or
lymphoma or red ones for friends,
family and other participants in
the event. The group snaked
around the downtown area,
drawing honks and cheers from
some people driving by.
Upon returning from the twomile walk, all participants were
greeted by enthusiastic cheers
from the planners and organizers
of the event. They were also
treated to free ice cream.
Many of the people at the
event were wearing T-shirts of a
certain color, which represented
different teams. These teams
were in support of one friend or
family member that has died
because of leukemia or lymphoma.
One group called the "Big V,"
raised the most money out of the
groups this year: approximately
$25,000, which will go to fund
medical research for leukemia
and lymphoma.
The group called themselves
the "Big V," after Van Lai, a San
Jose resident. Lai died of
leukemia less than a year ago.
"Van had so many friends, and
she touched so many lives," said
her sister Lisa Lai. "We didn’t
really know how many people she
touched until everyone showed
up today."
Lai said that 52 friends and
relatives were registered, but
upward of 100 people came out to
support their group and walk.
The general feeling throughout the evening was of happiness
and solidarity. Walkers cheered
and waved American flags as
they walked down the streets.
"People have been wanting to
come out and do something for
the community after being holed
up in their houses every day
watching the news." Shier said.

BALLET: Event Center show
highlights Mexican heritage on US tour
continued from Page 1
Although the audience consisted of several ethnicities,
many were Hispanic.
"It’s part of my heritage, and I
want to know more about it," said
industrial studies major Fermindo Ibal.
After the show, Ibal said he
enjoyed the performance.
"I know more about my culture’s advances," Ibal said.
He said his favorite part of the
show was the last act, Jalisco,
which is a state in Mexico.

He believed he learned more
about the mcuiachi steps, a dance
that originated in Jalisco, than in
the classes he took.
Business major Minerva Perez
also said she learned more about
the dances and was able to take
some tips from the dancers.
Perez said she enjoyed the
bright colored costumes and
described them as tropical.
She also said she liked the
expressions on the dancers’ faces
because "they felt the music" and
provided energy to the performance.
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VIGIL: Students and the community gather in remembrance of terrorist attacks
continued from Page I
air as one Muslim speaker shouted,
"In God we trust. United we stand."
The speaker was a guest of Tareq
Abdul Wahaad, a San Jose State
University alumnus and current
player for the Denver Nuggets.
Leya Babchin, from the Jewish
Student Union, promised that America will not be broken then gave a
Jewish prayer for the United States.
Moments later, she began the lighting of the candles by praying aloud
the traditional Jewish prayer when
Sabbath candles are lit at sunset on
Friday nights.
After the candles were lit, everyone shared a moment of silence as
the Muslim community began its
evening prayers yards away from the
ceremony.
Akbar Shetty, A.S. vice president,
said the breaking into prayers was
moving for him.
"Faith keeps people strong," Shetty said."! felt a lot of healing."
Shetty also said he was surprised
at the turnout of almost 3,000 people.
"People who don’t go to San Jose
laShong tVing /hall Staff
State came and showed a sense of
solidarity," he said.
Others said they were also Draped in an American flag, Sergio Lopez holds a candle during a vigil to remember those who
amazed at the unity of such a large lost their lives during the terrorist attacks last Tuesday.
and diverse group of people.
"All these people were able to come together ian Church, prayed with the few people left in
to prove we are united," said freshman Aman- the memorial.
da Harrington, an art major. "What happened
After the prayer service, Sister Marcia from
tonight wouldn’t have happened if the crisis Catholic Campus Ministry sang "America the
hadn’t occurred."
Beautiful."
One visitor to the prayer vigil, senior Ida
Theodore Peat, a freshman majoring in civil
engineering, agreed that the moment was York majoring in music, said, "I think it’s something a lot of people needed.
unique.
"My first reaction (to Tuesday’s events) was
"This is one thing that gets everyone together," Peat said. "I liked the candles .... It made to cry ... but coming here today,! felt like! was
the moment. You don’t see this stuff everyday" finally able to mourn."
Both events were sponsored by Associated
After the speeches and Aztec dancing
ended, the crowd was invited to paint mes- Students, Muslim Student Association, Stusages on plywood boards and large pieces of dents for Justice, Movimiento Estudiantil Chicloth while enjoying cookies and punch, sup- cano de Aztlan (MEChA), Jewish Student
plied by A.S. and the Inter-Residence Hall Union, Black Student Union, MOSAIC (SJSU
Association (I.R.H.A.).
Multicultural Center), Christian Homeless
One woman painted a city skyline with the Ministry Alliance (CHAM), International and
words ’In God We Trust’ across the top.
National Voluntary Service Training (INVST)
The candlelight vigil ended what President and others.
Bush proclaimed a National Day of RememThe radio station Wild 94.9 was also at the
brance, where citizens across the country were peace vigil passing out candles and flyers with
asked to light a candle outside at 7 p.m.
the American Flag and ’In God we trust, UnitVarious campus organizations also hosted a ed we stand’ printed on them.
prayer vigil from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday.
Both the prayer vigil and candlelight peace
According to Roger Wharton, the chaplain vigil were open to the community and all reliJaShong King Daily Staff
for sjspirit.org, about 100 people attended the gions to denounce violence and encourage solievent in the Spartan Memorial to pray, sing darity, Wharton said.
Kevin Nguyen of the Vietnamese Stuand meditate.
For some students, however, the vigils did dent Association waved his American flag
Religious leaders from the community came much more.
to speak every half-hour.
Junior David Jennings, a psychology major, during Friday’s on -campus peace vigil in
At the meditation at 3:30 p.m., Reverend said simply, "It brought a little closure to the honor of those who died during Tuesday’s
Steve Norman, from Westminster Presbyter- past few days."
attack.

Legislators settle on retrofiting Bay Bridge
SAN FRANCISCO (AI’)
Lawmakers in Sacramento have
decided on a Bay Bridge earthquake retrofitting deal that
requires the state to pay about 40
percent of the $1.46 billion needed for the project.
The state will also need to
cover up to $448 million in unanticipated expenses.

This is the best deal we could
arrive at to move forward," said
Sen. Tom Torlakson, D-Walnut
Creek.
The deal follows weeks fraught
with debate, as well as a standoff
that might have put an end to the
legislation entirely. Southern California representatives tried to
insert amendments into AB 1171,

Assemblyman John Dutra’s t flFremont) bill. The bill proposed
paying for $2 billion in costs to
retrofit seven state toll bridges,
including the Bay Bridge.
Dutra threatened to withdraw
the measure after Southern California representatives attempted
to put in amendments. Southern
California representatives said

they were concerned the bill
would hurt projects in their areas.
This agreement outlined that
the state would use $642 million
in federal bridge funds and rely
on revenue bonds from bridge
tolls.
Bay Area representatives didn’t get as much state funding for
the project as they wanted.

Small quake rattles Orange County
YORBA LINDA, Calif. (AP)
nitude of 3.1, according to a
A small earthquake rattled parts report. It was centered about
of Orange County on Sunday, but three miles northeast of Yorba
there were no reports of damage Linda in northern Orange Counor injury, officials said.
ty.
The temblor struck at 6:14
There were no reports of damp.m. and had a preliminary mag- age or injury.
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TOEFL

Take a free
practice test
with Kaplan!
Saturday, September 22
San Jose State University
MCAT - 9 AM
DAT 9:30 AM
GRE - 10 AM
TOEFL. 1 PM

We’re not like every
other high-tech company.
We’re hiring.
No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth. To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1 -800-423 -USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com

Take a 3hour practice MCAT, DAT. GRE or TOEFL to find out how you would
score
Receive individual feedback on your test taking strengths and weaknesses
and
learn strategies that will help you ace the real test
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MEMORIAL: Historical building has served since 1952
continued from Page

1

According to information supplied by Shawn Chan, the business and accounting manager of
Associate Students, the plan to
construct the memorial began
with the death of Lt. Kenneth C.
Bailey, who graduated from SJSU
in 1942.
Bailey was killed in December
1943 while serving in the war.
Bailey’s parents later wrote a
letter to Charles Hillis, who was
president of the SJSU Alumni
Association.
The Baileys proposed a chapel
be built in memory of those who
died during the war.
Ground was broken in May
1950, and the memorial was completed in March 1952, Chan said.
The building has since moved
away from its chapel designation.
"After World War II, it was still
OK to have a church on the
grounds," Johnson said. "It wasn’t

lashong King tho Staff
The Spartan Memorial was built in 1952 to honor the San Jose State University students who lost
their lives during World War II. The Spartan Memorial is used for events such as Friday’s Day of Remembrance in which Merwyn Krun, left, and Traci Hui, spent the noon hour remembering those who lost their
lives in Tuesday’s terrorist attacks.

until later the pressure to completely separate church from state
was pushed to its current mode
where there could be no association. Hence, now, it’s a memorial
instead of a chapel."
On Friday, however, the memorial was used for a prayer service
in which students and staff members could pray for the victims of
Tuesday’s tragic events.
SJSU student Adele Zhong
thought it was a good idea to have
a place on campus where people
could pay respect to the dead.
"If the person (who died) is
related to this school, the event
held in the memorial can be very
meaningful," Zhong said.
So that the memorial could
serve future students of SJSU, the
campus planning board designated the memorial as a historically
significant structure on March 3,
1995.
Through this designation, the
memorial has the chance of being

restored should the structure
diminish.
"The associate president from
about three years ago spent a lot of
effort into (renovating the memorial)," Johnson said. "It was dark in
there, so they removed some of the
art glass to allow some light to
come in, and they refurbished the
inside to get the visibility of the
building up and get the people
more comfortable."
Johnson said he was impressed
by the former associate president’s
efforts.
Arrangements to use the
memorial can be made through
the student union scheduling
office.
The memorial is open Monday
through Friday when school is in
session.
Special arrangements need to
be made for usage at other times.
Students can contact the scheduling office at 924-6300 for reservations.
Presentor
Prem Lalwani
a
fastens
brace onto Eric
Yee’s hand during a demonstration for the
workshop
"Splinting Soft
Tissue Injuries
in Hand and
Wrist" during
the fourth anStudent
nual
Occupational
Therapy
Association
conference.

THERAPY: Students find their focus with the help of field’s leading experts
continued from Page I

their body.
"Seeing a child with such
injuries, it just tugs on your heart
strings," said SJSU graduate
Marla Southam.
The purpose of an occupational therapist is to get their
patients back to a point where
they can function as they did
before, Southam added.
Although some of the images
on the slides were graphic, Hanley said the business is rewarding. She said she it was a great
feeling seeing kids she worked
with at 4 and 5 years old eventually go to college.
For one child she made a Batman mask and even a suit.
"Some kids sleep in them,"
Hanley said.

She thought it was necessary
to see if the style of chair the
child wants is functional and
available to them.
"There are some really cool
ones," deKeczer said referring to
the
wheelchairs’
futuristic
designs.
Vendors explained why their
products are beneficial and necessary to the field.
"Most will work with people in
therapy in homes, schools, hospital and the barrier is how to get
someone around," said Lee Kaufman, president of MAX-Ability
Inc., a company that provides
Stair Trac Stair Climber for
mobile access up and down stairs
and many other products.
"As a professional specialist, I
recommend devices to solve that
problem," Kaufman said.

nology used to make them.
Don Jones, a wheelchair vendor, said it is his duty to educate
future therapists about his company’s products.
Jones, who custom designs
chairs for customers, said if
someone needs a wheelchair that
he is the go-to-guy.
Susanna Coffin, a graduate
student, said the vendor session
was helpful.
"Every year new adaptive
equipment is coming out and we
want to know what the newest
technology is," Coffin said.
Rana deKeczer, a senior occupational therapy major, agreed.
"It’s nice to see what is out
there because technology is
always changing," deKeczer said.
"How can you give proper advice
if you don’t know what’s out
there?"

Fouad Bou-Salman, who
attended Hanley’s workshop, said
the end result is positive.
"You know there’s going to be a
payoff in the end," he said. "To
see a child at its worst and to get
better and better as time progresses ... you can contribute
who they are today,"
For students such as BouSalman, the conference helped to
choose a specific field within the
program.
Bou-Salman said the conference opened his eyes and has
pointed him in the direction of
pediatrics.
Along with giving students an
insight in different fields, the program also gave them time to
check out the latest equipment.
Attendees gathered around
vendor tables for nearly an hour
discussing the products and tech-

Nevada unites Sunday Eft**

.1aShong King

PATTERNS

ASSOCIATED PRESS

LAS
VEGAS
(AP)
Nevadans crowded into places of
worship Sunday to hear a similar
message despite differences in
denomination: a call for peace.
Tuesday’s terrorist attack on
New York and Washington, D.C.,
that so far has left more than an
estimated 5,500 dead had many
searching for comfort and others
willing to provide it.
"I wanted the people from the
Islamic community to know that
they are supported because they
are citizens of this country, too,"
said Sherree Avera, a 44-year-old
Las Vegas secretary
Avera was one of an estimated
300 residents who attended an
interdenominational
service
hosted by the National Conference for Community and Justice
near downtown at the Clark
County Government Center’s
outdoor amphitheater.
Tuesday’s attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon are widely attributed to
terrorist Osama bin Laden and
his fundamentalist Muslim followers.
Osama Haikal, a Muslim
leader, told the crowd that Islam
followers are misunderstood.
"Islam means peace," he said.
"The events (attacks) had nothing to do with Islam or the religion of Islam."
Las Vegas religious leaders of
all faiths as well as Sen. John
Ensign, R-Nev.; Rep. Shelley
Berkley, D-Nev.; Gov. Kenny
Guinn and other state and local
leaders united to dispel prejudices, educate the community
about different religious beliefs
and pray for peace.
Far from the glittering lights
of the Las Vegas Strip’s famous

resorts, dozens of extra folding
chairs were brought into Sunday
morning’s worship service at
Faith Community Lutheran
Church to accommodate the
extra attendees.
"We need something to hang
on to," Pastor Ken Lieber told his
congregation that swelled with
first-time visitors. "God is our
refuge and strength."
Besides words of comfort,
Lieber also cautioned those
wanting to seek revenge to
instead leave vengeance to God
and America’s justice system.
"The Bible says love your
enemy and pray for those who
persecute you. At first, I couldn’t.
How do we get through this? God
tells us to plug in to him," he
said.
"God hasn’t promised you will
be safe, he’s promised you will be
saved."
At St. Thomas More Catholic
Church in Henderson, churchgoers filled the church beyond
capacity, with the crowd spilling
outside. Members of the parish
said it was the largest attendance for a mass they had ever
seen, even larger that on Easter
and Christmas Eve when attendance is unusually high.
In Reno, Temple Sinai Rabbi
Myra Soifer addressed grief and
pain in her sermon to a packed
house, but also compassion and
the danger of revenge.
"We can’t let the terrorists drive
us to vengeance that is equally
hateful or injurious to people who
are innocent," she said Friday
afternoon. "Speaking to the issue
of how Muslims and Arab-Americans can be targeted, we know
from our own history how wrong it
is to impute the actions of a few to
an entire group."

F Oil

Spence Swanson, pastor of
Emmanuel First Baptist Church
in Sparks, planned to rebuke the
inclination for revenge and
remind his congregation that suffering has always been a part of
the Christian tradition.
"Jesus could have opted out of
suffering, but he chose to suffer
on a cross for our sins, and God
was with him the entire time," he
said. "A cross is a sign of victory
for Christians, but it’s also a sign
of suffering. But God is with us
during this Whole thing and can
bring hope and comfort."
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3000 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
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by noon, Sept. 26 to:
tor, Access magazine
Dept. of Journalism
& Mass Comm.
San Jose, CA 95192-0055

SHOTOKAN KARATE
6 Blocks North of SJSU
587 N 6th ST (x Jackson)
Training MWF 7:30-9:30 PM

Or leave queries in the Access
mailbox outside Room 213 in
Dwight Bente! Hall

All students welcome
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Ribbon Cutting at 3:30 PM

letter with sour story idea

Traditional

Call for Into (650)965-3868 or
I mail JKADOJO@MA1LCOM

106/11ED/IIESDAY
SEIPTEMBER 19
2:30 P144-4:00 _111144
Quirks Meadow
Between Building BB and Joe West Hall

For

further information,

call

Access at 924-3260.

University Housing Services sponsors the Housing
A.,sistance Center to help students, faculty and staff
locate housing in the area. The fair will provide
opportunities for you to learn about home ownership as
well as meet with local realtors and brokers.
Refreshments will be served and raffle prizes awarded!
This eve. is wheelchair o -ssibli For tiler accommodations or
more information, please call 924-HOME.
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Capitol Hill agenda changed by attacks
THE ASSOCIATED Psi

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
terrorist attacks have fundamentally altered the agenda and political tone on Capitol Hill. Put
aside, for now, are the fierce partisan battles over campaign finance
reform, use of the Social Security
surplus and other issues.
"I think we’ve got to do one
thing at a time," said House
Minority Leader Dick Gephardt,
D-Mo. "We’re not talking about
other issues. We’re talking about
the gigantic challenge that’s in
front of us."
Republicans and Democrats
are now discussing cooperation
on the budget and taking care of
a few high-profile domestic issues
as attention shifts to supporting
President Bush in what many

lawmakers consider a war effort.
For months, Rep. Christopher
Shays has worked to pass legislation that would ban certain largely unregulated political donations. Asked what happens now,
Shays, R-Conn., said: "Everything’s changed. We can’t even
comprehend how it all sorts out."
Congress in the coming
months is less likely to use issues
as political wedges aimed at the
2002 midterm elections, political
analysts say. Ahead is more civility, less partisanship and greater
focus on the terrorist threat and
solutions to the problem.
"There are certain things in
our lives that have become unimportant that were so important
before," said James Thurber,
director of American University’s
Center for Congressional and

FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

expected and adjourn for the year.
The capital’s obsession with
Rep. Gary Condit, D-Calif, and
the disappearance of intern
Chandra Levy also evaporated
with the terrorist attacks.
Committees are scheduling
hearings on topics related to the
attacks - airport security and
intelligence capabilities, for
example. A House bill under consideration would aid the airline
industry.
To be sure, many important
other domestic issues are unresolved.
Bush is likely to continue
pushing for his education package. House Republicans are
assembling an economic stimulus
plan based around cuts in capital
gains taxes and business tax
relief.

Some lawmakers hope to
develop a Medicare prescription
drug benefit, change the immigration program, enact trade legislation and pass a farm subsidy
bill. A patient’s bill of rights is
awaiting House-Senate compromise, as is a measure overhauling
bankruptcy laws.
Rep. James Sensenbrenner, RWis., chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, said he plans to
move legislation soon to extend a
moratorium on Internet taxes
that expires Oct. 21. Many in
Congress want to carry on business as usual to the degree possible, lest the terrorists be viewed
as winning.
"I think we do have the stomach for it," Sensenbrenner said.
"It’s our
The political tone is also much

CLASSIFIED

ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly - Training
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
Call Now. 408-247-4827
TELEMARKETING part/full-time
Newspaper subscriptions. Near
SJSU. Hourly+Commission. Call
408-494-0200 9am-9prn. Assist.
Management position also avail.

EMPLOYMENT
General

Presidential Studies. "It’s almost
embarrassing to be overly partisan at a time like this."
Disappearing from the agenda
was the mainly symbolic Social
Security battle that occupied
politicians all summer. Lawmakers quickly realized they would
need to tap Social Security surpluses to pay for the attacks’
aftermath and military efforts to
come - as well as fund the 13
regular government spending
bills for the fiscal year that
begins Oct. 1.
That removes the biggest
obstacle to agreeing on those
spending bills. The main questions now are how much more
money should be added for
defense, intelligence and other
programs, and whether Congress
should act more quickly than

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business. Perfect
for Students! Earn $250 eve
weekend! Must have reliable
SMALL MATTRESS SHOP truck or van. Heavy lifting is
close to SJSU, need PT/FT mgr required. 408-292-7876.
trainee. Good job, flex hrs, study
For Part-Time and
while you work! Jeans OK.
Good the) next year! Ed 984-4086. Full -Time Positions, call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
COUNSELORS NEEDED to Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983
work with at-risk youst in group Office jobs in local companies
homes. Excellent opportunity to Students/grads/career change
gain experience in Social Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
Work, Criminal Justice and/or
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
Psychology. Flexible hours, FT
Phone: (650) 320-9698
& PT positions available. Paid
Fax (650) 320-9688
training and internships. Must www.hallmarkpersonnetcorn
be 21 with valid license. Must
have 60 college units and/or WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
1 yr experience working with Local valet company in search
at-risk youth. $9.00-$12.00/hr of enthusiastic and energetic
depending on education and individuals to work at nearby
experience. Call 408-281-4268, malls, hotels & private events.
FAX 408-281-4288 or e-mail FT/PT available. We will work
marissa@unitycare.com.
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
LAW OFFICE PART-TIME DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
Positions available. File Clerk, money. Call 867-7275.
Mail Clerk and Reception. Your
intelligence is much more WARN AT LEAST $25: NASA
important than your experience needs right handed males ages
18-29 for a helicopter study.
Ideal for students. 15-20 hours
peuwjek. Flexible scheduling Must be US citizen or green
durift final and school holidays. card holder. Call 650-604-5118.
CallIanice at 408-292-5400.
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Small COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
office, phones, reservations, Located in San Jose, we are a
growing community based
light computer, good phone
skills, flex hours. 408-292-7876. nonprofit established in 1973.
As a multi service agency, our
LICENSED NUTRITIONIST
diverse services include
Lead nutrition conditioning class language & culturally -proficient
in San Jose. Monday-Frday. Per mental health services, senior
Diem/No benefits, 6 hrs/week.
services, youth services,
Call Peter 408-295-0228.
a primary care health clinic
Resume: 730 Empey Way. San
and a domestic violence
Jose 95128 or fax 408-295-2957 prevention/education program.
We are hiring for the following
CLUB WILD NOW HIRING
FT/ PT positions:
Cocktail Waitress - Must be 21
Mental Health Counselors:
408 -286 -WILD. lv msg.
Provide direct mental health
rehabilitiation services to
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
agency’s clients.
Immed openings, full or part
Requirements: BA/MA in
time. Will train, must be 21.
behavioral sciences or related
$12.00/hr to start. 768-0566.
field, fluent in vietnamese
RECEPTIONIST, flexible
a plus.
scheduling. 768-0566.
Youth Counselors:
Provide counseling assistance
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
to youths. Requirements:
help needed for small exclusive BA/BS is behavioral sciences
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
or equivalent experience.
Must be reliable, honest, able to Family Advocates Domestic
do physical work Prefer exp
Violence Program:
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Provide counseling and
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
guidance at emergency
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Shelter for battered women
Call 371-9115.
Requirements: BA/BS in
behavioral sciences or
GIRLS P/T AFTER-SCHOOL
equivalent experience
COUNSELORS positions 10-15 Volunteers Always Needed!
hours/week. $10/hour. Cover
Send resumes to.
letter and resume to Dept. MD,
AACI
Fax 408-287-8025. Email:
Human Resources
personnel@ girlscoutsotscc.org.
2400 Moorpark Ave. #300
See. www giriscoutsofscc org for
San Jose, CA 95128
details & other positions. AA0E.
Fax (408) 975-2745
Email: roland.acupidoeaaci.org
PT RECEPTIONIST - MWF 8-5

a-CHILDREN’S Theater Workshop CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT
needs leaders-we train.
Established Los Gatos agency
1-10 hours per week.
seeks warm, caring students
Reliable transportation needed.
for part and full time
nanny positions.
Good Pay.
Must have experience
We list only the best jobs!
working with children.
Hours flexible around school
Cat Carol 408-265-5096.
from 15 hrs/wk to full time.
Fax resumes to 408-265-8342.
515-518/HR
STANFORD PARK NANNIES
P/T LAW OFFICE FtECEPT1ONIST
408-395-3043
Flex hours, close to campus.
www.spnannies.com
Varied Duties, up to 18 hrs per
week. Call Cheri. 408-279-2584.
NANNY JOBS
"Part-time mornings/afternoons:
TEACH DRIVING - Good Pay,
$15 $20/hour.
Fun Job. Work when you want. *2-3 full days per week:
Car & training provided. Must be
$300 - $600/week.
over 21 & HS grad. 408-971-7557 "Full-time up to $3500/month.
South Bay, Peninsula, & East Bay.
GET PAID For Tour Opiniorisl$
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
Earn $15-$125 & rnore per survey! Call Town & Country Resources
www.money4opinions.com
1-888-772-3999
WWW.TANDCR.COM
BICYCLE MESSENGERS
Looking for your not so traditional
bike messengers. You don’t
EMPLOYMENT
need experience we’ll train you.
You will need a bike, lock, Recreation/Swim etc.
helmet & common sense. All
welcome to appy for this fun, GROUP EXERCISE Instructor
flexible, outdoors job. Apply in for Senior Aerobics needed to
person at Inner City Express conduct classes. Training pro22 W. Saint John St. San Jose. vided with minimal experience
Cross street is N. First.
or certifications from accredited
instuitution. PT, M -F, mornings.
Contact: Andrea - Southwest
EMPLOYMENT
YMCA, Direct 408-608-6824.
FAX: 408-370-1333,
Tutoring

EASTER SEALS BAY AREA
seeks Activitiy Aides, PT with
benefits to work w/ children ages
13 - 22 with developmental
disabilities in San Jose, MondayFriday, $9.78/hr. Call Ron
Halog, 408-295-0228. Resume:
TUTORS NEEDED
730 Empey Way, San Jose
in local high schools $12/hr. 95128 or fax 408-295-2957.
Call Lonna Smith 924-4431 or
email smith@online.siau.edu. SWIM INSTRUCTORS 8 LIFECAPI-English Project.
GUARDS needed in San Jose
for Easter Seals Bay Area.
PART-TIME SPANISH TUTORS Monday-Friday, FT/benefits &
wanted for Language Si.Jiuul in PT/benefits. Call Peter or Jacob
Sunnyvale.$12-$ 14/hour. No 295-0228. Resume: 730 Empey
experience necessary. Flexible Way, San Jose 95128 or fax
hours. Call Keiko (408) 530-0563. 408-295-2957.
Email: calancenalava net.
RECREATION LEADER, City of
TUTORS, Middle School AVID San Jose, $12.05 hr. starting.
program. $18/hr, 2-3 days/week, Rewarding job for someone who
12:05-1:10pm. All subjects. No enjoys working with youth. Here’s
exp. nec. Lots or Anne: 535-6277. your opportunity to make a difference in a child’s life, seeking
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work w/ candidates wfleadership. organichildren w/ autism. Competitive zation & problem solving skills to
pay. Flex hours. Psy, Ed, OT, Sp implement exciting after school
Ed, Child Dev & related fields. programs Hours: M-F afternoons
Anjlee 408-945-2336, mention ad and Sat. mornings. Candidates
must have a high school diploma
or equiv. & pass a background
EMPLOYMENT
check before starting their work
Childcare/Nannies assignment. For more information contact the Hiring Unit
download
AFTERSCHOOL CHILDCARE 979-7826 or
http:/lobs.cityofsj.org.
Duties include driving, assist
with their homework, light NOW HIRING RECREATION
housekeeping and dinner prep. Leaders, 59 - $12/hr, flex hours,
Please call Sue 408-691-0505. weekdays. Work with children in
the Los Gatos - Saratoga area.
CHILD CARE: two girls ages
C 4085 & 9, in Willow Glen, 2 to 5pm. Contact Laurie Boswell
must have own car, 408-448-0705. 354-8700 x 224.
SWIM INSTRUCTORS
SITTER NEEDED PART-TIME
8 LIFEGUARDS
Some evenings - some days.
experience nec Will train
No
Flex hours. 3 kids ages 9, 6 & 3.
Flexible hours Fun environment.
Need own car. 510/hr Call Brigid
Central YMCA 351-6323
265-1678. Experience a must.
ROMANIAN LANGUAGE Tutor
needed. $10/hr. If Romanian is
your first language & you are
willing to help me. please cern
Tracy 999-0178.

KIDS...WATER...FUN!
Now hiring teachers for yearround swim program in our
state-of-the-art indoor facility.
Experience a + or we will train
you! AM, PM, Weekday &
Saturday positions available.
Complimentary athletic club
membership included. Apply at
AVAC Swim School
5400 Camden Ave. SJ 95124
408-445-4916
Now Interviewing!! Call today!!!
SUBSTITUTE
RECREATION LEADERS
Join the SMALL WORLD
SCHOOLS team as a Substitute
Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy the
flexibility you need. Small World
Schools is looking for students
wanting to work with children in
our before and after school care
programs. As a substitute you
can choose which days you’re
available for work. The only
requirement is your desire
to work with children ages
5 through 12 years in a fun
recreation type atmosphere.
Call 408-283-9200 today for an
interview,or fax your resume
to 408-283-9201.

EMPLOYMENT
Education/Schools
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS*
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools,
Degree/Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity for teaching exp.
Need Car VM. (408) 287-4170
ext. 408. EOE/AAE
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed & Regular Class,
$10.86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga Sch.
Dist, Call 867-3424 x504 for into
& application. Immediate Need.
ACTION DAY NURSERIES /
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant,
Toddler & Preschool Teachers
& Aides. En- & P/T positions
available. Substitute positions
are also available that offer
flexible hours. ECE units are
required for Teacher positions
but not req. for Aide positions.
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors. Please
call Cathy for an interview at
408-244-1968 or fax resume to
408-248-7350

DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare.
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE
units required. Previous experience with children preferred.
Please call 244-1968 X 16.

DRIVER WANTED PART TIME
$8/hr, 25 - 30 hours a week We
are located on Tenth St a mile
from campus. Some flexibility
on hours. We deliver supplies to
coffee houses. Must have good
driving record. 279-1695.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30

HEAD TEACHERS
TEACHERS / AIDES
I/T/P 8 SCHOOL-AGE
For a High-Ouality,
Non -Profit Organization.
We want YOU -an enthusiastic,
energetic individual to complete
our team!
Come play, team & earn SU
while you attend morning or
evening classes! Palo Alto
Community Child Care. voted
"Best Child Care in Palo Alto"
operates 18 programs in Palo
Alto. Accredited Programs.
PT Or FT, or create your own
schedule of hours and days ass
Substitute at our 18 centers.
12+ ECE req. BA,BS in related field OK in lieu of ECE for
school -age teachers. $11+/hr.,
depending on exp.. plus full
benefits at 20 hours/week:
Medical. Acupuncture/Chiro.,
Dental. Vision. Ins. (employer paid) 11 Holidays 10 days of
Vac; 15 days 3rd & 4th yrs: 20
days at 5+yrs. 12 days Sick
Tuition Reimb. Retirement Plan
Monthly Staff Training. Special
Rate for Employee Child Care.
Call (650) 493-2361 for application information or fax resume
to (650) 493-0936. Visit us at
WWW paccc tom EOE

DIRECTORS, TEACHERS,
ASST. DIRECTORS, AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with children or teens? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
hiring Center Directors, Asst.
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
Programs located thoughout
San Jose, Cupertino, Santa
Clara. Los Gatos, Saratoga,
Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas,
Berryessa, Morgan Hill. Gilroy &
Boulder Creek. Full & Part-time
positions available - flexible
hours around school. Fun staff
teams, great experience working with children, career
advancement, excellent FT/PT
HEALTH/BEAUTY
benefits& training opportunities
For more information & locations:
LOSE 20 LBS FAST?
Visit our WEB page at:
Money Back guarantee $38 00
www.scvymcs.org
FREE
Samples 408-297.5390
Fax resume to: 408-351-6477
Emit YMCAjobescvymcaorg

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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3-iine minimum
Two
Three
Four
Days
Days
Days
$11
$7
$9

Please check .1
one classification:

Nuns
Five
Days
$13

AddreSS

_Lost and Found’ _Rental Housing
Announcements __Shared Housing
_Campus Clubs _Real Estate
Phone
Send check or money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted) _Greek Messages _Services
__Health/Beauty
_Events
Spartan Daily Classifieds
_Sports/Thnlls
_Volunteer*
San Jose State University
_For Sale
_Insurance
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
_Entertainment
._Electronics
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
and SJSU students, staff a faculty.
_Wanted
_ Travel
IN Deadline. 1000 a.m. two weekdays before publication.
All ads are prepaid II No refunds on canceled ads.
Tutoring
_Employment
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
Word Processing
_Opportunities
charge of $3 per word.
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25"/, OFF - Rate applies to private party ads on:/, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DB 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED
3 lines

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or add,
for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or servics
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vecatIons or merchandise.

One
Day
$5

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
F.MOVICYNCOUNTS’
20 consecutive issues: receive 10% off.
40 it consecutive issues: receive 20% off
50 + consecutive issues receive 25% off

* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community

7ip code

RENTAL HOUSING

FREE STUFF

RENTAL/SHARED HOUSING FREE FURNITURE: Two tan
Close to SJSU in Willow Glen corduroy couches, twin bed/
area. Pool/Spa. Move in specials. sofa set. Call 265-6938
286-5308

INSURANCE
1920’S CLASSIC 1 BR/1 BA for
clean, quiet, sober financially
responsible. 1 parking. Yard. LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
Lowest Down Payment
Hardwood floors. 551-553 So 6th.
Easy Payment Plan
$1000 & up. Peter 408-746-1900
Good Student Discount
SPACIOUS 1 8 2 BORM APTS. International Driver Welcomed
No Driver Refused
Live in luxury & walk to school!
Call for Free Quotes
We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full
408-272-0312
gym, on-site management, all
pnninsur@aol.corri
appliances included. central A/C.
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
Stop by today for a tour
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
AUTOS FOR SALE
TEACHERS, TEACHER’S AIDES, 201 So, 4th St. 408-279-3639
SUBS AND
2000
JETTA GLS $16,850 5 Sp.
RECREATION LEADERS
Enjoy working with kids" Join SHARED HOUSING loaded, 18k miles, moonroof
under
mfg. warranty. 650-2540677
the team at Small World
Schools, get great experience BIG ROOM IN A BIG HOUSE
Close
to
campus
$650/month
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
FOR SALE
AGES 5-12 years in our before utilities included. 408-288-6161.
and after school rec. programs.
GOT OLD STUFF?
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Sell it in the
SERVICES
otters competilve pay. health
Spartan Daily
benefits for 30 + hrs, excellent EDITOR / TUTOR: proofreading,
Classifieds’
training, and a tun work environ- rewntinq, help with writing and
ment. We can often otter flexible organizing. Tutoring in English,
hours around your school literature, writing, reading, & WORD PROCESSING
schedule. This is a great job math through beginning algebra.
PROFESSIONAL
for both men and women. www.tutoringandediting.corn
WORD PROCESSING
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or 925-399-5098
Theses, Term Papers,
fax resume to 408-283-9201.
Group Projects. etc
Part-time employees needed New Smile Choice Dental Plan
All formats, including APA
with or without units in ECE, art, (includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
Experienced
Dependable
recreation, music, dance. phys ed, year Save 30% - 60% For into
Quick Return Call Linda
human services, social welfare,
call 1-800-655-3225 or
(408)
264.4504
nursing, psychology. sociology
www.studentdental.com or
home economics, or elementary
www.goldenwestdental.com
education.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES _FOR NNATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Ad Rates:

PHN: 408-924-3277

CHILDCARE TEACHER for
quality recreation program serving 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy
leading art, games and group
activities. Flex hours, days.
eves & weekends. PT/FT Team
environment. Benefits available.
CD units preferred. Email
kidspark@kidspark.com or FAX
resume to 408-260-7366, or call
408-260-7929 for an interview.
KidsParlc, Inc.

4 blocks from SJSU. Please call
Darlene lit 408-271-7900
FOOD SERVICE / EXPRESSO
BAR / HOST. FT & PT avail. Busy
restaurant in S’vale. All shift. Flex
hours. $10 - $10.25 to start. Call
Wendy C 733-9331 or 733-9446.

different in the closely divided
Senate. Partisan bitterness ran
high after the Senate shifted to
Democratic control when GOP
Sen. James Jeffords of Vermont
became an independent.
Democratic and Republican
leaders, and their aides, are now
talking daily as the focus shifts to
passing legislation rather than
seeking partisan advantage.
Swift Senate passage Friday of a
$40 billion spending bill and a
measure authorizing presidential
use of force were examples.
"We can quibble for days or
weeks. We can argue the
legalisms. We can parse over
every word," said Senate Minority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.
Still, Lott said, "The American
people expect us to act. They
expect us to act as a team."

Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Gambler’s need
Flat-topped hills
Tot’s
Like - of bricks
Handy
Writer Ambler
Noble title
Lariat
Nomad’s shelter
Sandal or flat
Sweet treat
Thai’s neighbor
Vote for
Big cracks
Uses the phone
Depressed
Prop for Judge
Judy
38 Spring blossom
40 Elevator pioneer
42 Deserve
44 Trout’s home
45 Soil
47 Japanese-menu
tern
49 Singer Torme
50 Winter weather
52 Important part
on a ship
54 Letter before
sigma
56 Low island
57 Disguise oneself
82 "Peanuts"
expletive
66 Like lipstick
67 Eating place
68 PC screen
image
69 Like Darth
Vader
70 Defraud
71 Governess in
Siam
72 Phi - Kappa
73 Fasteners
74 intense
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
25
26
31
35
36

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
AIDE
REGAL
TALK
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SWAM
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STUD
200, United Feature Syndicals
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DOWN
Boys
Western state
Crooner Perry
Gets ready to
pray
Kitchen herb
Actress Adams
Make
waterproof
Suitably
Didn’t leave
Dole (out)
Type of code
Gopher st
Pretend
With "out." use
a parachute
Mo with
no holidays
Ice sheet
Tiny amounts
Eddying motion
Arden and
Curie

Antitoxin
Have a Cold
Pack animal
Rice wines
A Simpson
Gaul
Sault - Marie
Places of
dense growths
46 Frau’s spouse
48 - jiffy
51 Cottage roofinc
53 Innumerable
55 Old cattle town
57 Make bye-bye
58 Leave
59 Jean Auei
heroine
60 Vigode et al
61 Whack
63 Teen’s
p oblem
64 Hue
65 C rich
66 Surfer’s :wit

30
32
33
34
37
39
41
43
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Running for freedom

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVIRO o
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SHIRTS.. Proceeds go to charity
mainly toward bin Laden, he said
he finds the countries that support
should go out the Islamic militant also responsi"I don’t think
and kill innocent people in ble.
D’Amore
said. "We
Afghanistan,"
"We should give Afghanistan
should go after the terrorists. five days to hand him over to us,"
They’re the ones who did this."
Healy said. "If they don’t, then we
DeCarlo said he is worried should just go in and get him ourabout the way the Bush adminis- selves."
tration will handle the crisis.
At least one of Healy’s clients
"I think Clinton would have agrees with him.
handled things differently," he
Mark Rose, a computer engisaid. "Bush is making a great mis- neer from San Jose, said he bought
take by going to war. We’re going to one of the T-shirts because he
nuke a lot of cities and start World believes the world would be a betWar 111"
ter place without the likes of bin
The T-shirts were the brain- Laden. Rose said he understands
child of Brad Healy, the owner of that in order to kill bin Laden the
San Jose-based T-shirt company United States may have to wage
Custom Concepts. Healy said he war against innocent people
came up with the idea almost as around the globe. ’lb him, that’s
soon as the attacks happened just part of the conflict.
Tuesday.
"War is war, and innocent peoAlthough he has designed ple die in war," Rose said.
another T-shirt with a more patriHealy said he expects to sell
otic message, Healy said it’s his bin approximately 500 T-shirts by
Laden design that’s more popular. Sunday. He said he intends to
"Everywhere I go people say ’I donate all the proceeds from his
want one,"’ Healy said.
sales to the United Way of AmerEven though Healy’s anger is ica September 11th Fund.
continued

from Page I
we

Golareh SafarianSpecial to the Daily

Scott DeCarlo is not shy
about his opinion of the Islamic
militant Osama bin Laden. Friday afternoon he took to the
streets wearing and selling Tshirts that asked for the death of
the Taliban leader.

Man charged in slaying of immigrant
I iii ASS01. 1 Art D PRI SS

Ivan Kashinsky ’ Special to the I holt

Chris Saaredra runs through the intersection
of Blossom Hill and Santa Teresa waving an

American flag. He was showing his support for
the country Friday at midnight.

California holds memorial for vicitms
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Describing America as a "good,
decent and great nation," Gov.
Gray Davis, interrupted by the
cheers of a flag-waving crowd,
paid tribute Sunday night to
those who gave their lives in
innocence or in the line of duty
during the terrorist attacks.
"Our goodness is a light that
shines on all the nations of the
Earth," Davis said, as representatives from the U.S. Air Force

and 88 countries of the state’s
international consular corps
looked on. The governor also was
joined by fire and police department members; city government
officials and religious leaders
who looked on from the steps of
City Hall.
A seven-story American flag
hung from the top floors of the
hall. More than 25 flags flapped
in a light breeze, including the
black and white flag commemorating U.S. prisoners of war and
those missing in action. Flags

also sprouted from flower
arrangements near the podium.
"These cowards who attacked
us had two purposes," Davis told
the crowd. "First, to inflict massive damage and unfortunately,
they succeeded in that goal. But
their second goal was to divide us
as a people and turn us against
each other, and you are proving
by your presence tonight that
they failed miserably in that
attempt."
Crowd estimates ranged from
2,000 to 5,000 people, police said.

7.37
5.78
4.99

Chinese Cuisine
FOOD TO GO
Box Lunch to Go
Catering Available
Limited Delivery

Mandarin cle -Steck turn Cuisine
Lunch and Dinner
Open Daily - rinsed Sunday

We accept: VISA MC AMEX DIS

VINR(VG.a
294-3303 998-9427
or

MESA, Ariz. (AP) A man
was charged Sunday with murder
and other charges after he
allegedly fired at two gas stations
and a home, killing an Indian
immigrant inside one gas station.
No one was injured at the second station, where a clerk of
Lebanese descent was working,
or the home, where a family of
Afghan descent lived.
Police are investigating the
possibility that the crimes were
motivated by Tuesday’s terror
attacks in New York and Washington. Around the country, several apparent backlash attacks
and threats have been reported
against people of Middle Eastern
and South Asian descent.
Police charged Frank Roque,
42, with one count of first-degree
murder, two counts of attempted
murder and three counts of driveby shooting. Bond was set at $1
million.
The East Valley Tribune reported that Roque shouted, "I stand for
America all the way," as he was

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street

"I discovered
Century Graphics for
Custom Printed T-shirts. They’re
Fast Easy, and Affordable! An Their
Prices Include Screen get -Ups and
one 1-lour of Artwork! I loved my
shirts so much, I told all my friends!

ea. for
ea. for

25
50

handcuffed Saturday night.
Police had yet to determine
whether to add hate crimes
charges.
"Certainly, the bias crime is
paramount in our investigators’
minds," Sgt. Mike Goulet said.
"That is something we are looking at."
The first shooting killed Balbir
Singh Sodhi, 49, who was Sikh.
His relatives pointed to the fact
that the gas station wasn’t
robbed as evidence that Sodhi
was targeted because of how he
looked. Sodhi had a beard and
wore a turban.
The owners of the second gas
station, Ali Saad and Saad Saad,
said they are certain the clerk, a
U.S. citizen of Lebanese descent,
was targeted because of his race.
The brothers didn’t give the
clerk’s name.

"In Mesa, Arizona, today, its

time for calm and rational
thought," Mayor Keno Hawker
said. "These people are innocent.
Because they wear a turban on
their head is no indication they
are terrorists."
Among alleged retribution
attacks nationwide: an attack on
a Moroccan gas station attendant
in Palos Heights, Ill.; an attempt
to run over a Pakistani woman in
a parking lot in Huntington, N.Y.;
and the arrest of an armed man
who allegedly tried to set fire to a
Seattle mosque.
Navtej Sarna, press consular
at the Indian Embassy, said officials from his government have
contacted President Bush; Sen.
John McCain, R-Ariz.; and
Phoenix Mayor Skip Rimsza
regarding the alleged backlash
incidents.

Tutors Needed
$12/hr.
For CAPI-English Project
Tutor high school students in
reading and writing
See Ad in classifieds

White
Beefy Ts.
One color,

ea. for 100 OiZation.

(408) 616-7700
CENTURY
GRAPHICS
Screen

Pnnting 6. Design
155 Commercial St.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
embroidery salesecgshirts com1wwwcgshirts core
fax 140131616-7733

Contact Lonna Smith at 924-4431
or Smith@online.sjsu.edu
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Cingular Wireless Stores
SAN JOSE West Gate Mall, 1546 Saratoga Ave., (408) 871-3870

uatiti

SANTA CLARA 1335 Coleman Ave., (408) 748-0900

GSM WIRELESS
SAN JOSE 846 Blossom Hill Rd., (408)229-0814

MOBILE SYSTEMS WIRELESS
SAN JOSE 1 Eastridge Center, (408)238-1841, (408)528-7405
925 Blossom Hill Rd., (408) 224-3864, (408) 578-9831
2855 Stevens Creek Blvd., (408) 260 0357
(408) 241-6157

gam
SAN JOSE 2770 Aborn Ave., (408)532-3700
1008 Blossom Hill Rd., Ste. 0-1,14081264.8255
543 W Capitol Espy., (408)448-5700
2910 Stevens Creek Blvd., Ste. 108, (408) 261-8255
SANTA CLARA 495 El Camino Real, It 121, (408) 553-0910

It’s your life,
choose accordingly.

PCS SmartMort1
SAN JOSE 1354 Park Alameda Center, #9, (408) 993-1400
125 Bernal Rd., Ste. 50,408)361.0120
2043 Camden Ave., Ste. C3, (408) 369-8700
384 N Capital Ave., (408) 254-8900
1525 Meridian Ave., (408)445-2400
SANTA CLARA 4300 Great America Pkwy, (408) 6511600
5155 Stevens Creek Blvd., (408)243-1200

PCS STATION
SAN JOSE 1111 Story Rd .1408)292-5000

WAL*MART

1 999*
W.th Act matron She,
SIO0 Onco..1

SAN JOSE 5502 Monterey Rd .14081 361 6800

Get 150 anytime minutes, pl
For jobs that rock, visit us
www.cingularcom

at

Authorized Dealers]

Down loadable &
[

Hurry’ This great
price is only availabl,.
for a limited time )

NOKIA
Caorecrino PEOPtil
3390

programmable
nngtones
Changeable
color covers

STAPLES
nie 0.4

cingular
WIRELESS
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I imited time offer Credit approval and activation of service on 1- or 2 -year contract fur eligible Cingular calling plans ’Promotional phone offer requires a two-year agreement Offer cannot be combined with any other special offers $150 early termination lee and $36
activation fee apply Wrrekn Wit hours are 9Pkil10 6.59AM, and weekend hours are 1201AM Saturday to 11.59PM Sunday Long distance charges apply unless you have also chosen the long distance option. Nationwide Long Distance applies to calls originating from
our CA/NV/WA/ID network and terminating in the U.S. Airtime charges apply Wireless Internet access applies to access charge only and does not include per minute usage Wireless Internet requires a WAP enabled handset Wireless Internet is only iivailable in
select Cingular Wireless service areas Wireless Internet is not equivalent to landkne Internet. Usage and overage charges for Wireless Internet service are billed in one -minute increments from our voice -calling plan and charged as provided in your rate plan Third
Party content providers may impose additional charges. Refer to Wireless Internet brochure for additional details Anytime minutes are available on the Cingular CA/NV/WA/ID network. Calls subject to taxes. long distance, roaming, universal service fee or
other charges. Package minutes and unlimited night and weekend minutes apply to calla made or received within CA/NV/WA/ID network. Airtime in excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per minute rate of $.15 to $.50 Digital phone and
Cingular Wireless long distance are required. Airtime and other measured usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the and of each oafl for billing purposes. Unused package minutes do not carry forward to the next billing period and are forfeited
Optional features may be cancelled after initial term of the service contract. Other conditions and restrictions apply See contract and store for details 402001 Nokia Inc Nokia, Connecting People and the 3300 series phones are trademarks of Nokia
Corporation and/or as affiliates Cingular Wireless, "What do you have to say’?" and the graphic icon are Service Marks of Cingular Wireless 11. C C2001Cingular Wireless LL C. All rights reserved
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